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ABSTRACT 

This paper focuses on analysis of two-way ribbed and waffle slabs with hidden beams. There 

are many methods that are used to analyze two-way slabs and the precision of these methods 

vary depending on method assumptions. In this study, the ACI direct design method is used 

as a manual or hand method of calculation and the solution will be compared with the 

analysis results of the three dimensional structural model done by the computer program 

Sap2000. The moments in beams, slab column strip and slab middle strip will be determined. 

It will be illustrated that the distribution of moments in two-way slabs with hidden beams 

likes the distribution of moments in slabs without beams as the stiffness of the hidden beams 

is small. It is recommended that the use of three dimensional modeling by computer software 

is the best solution for moment’s determination and distribution. 

Keywords: SAP2000, slab, two-way, ribbed, waffle, direct design method, beams. 

1. Introduction and background 

Slabs are the structural elements that carry the additional dead and live loads in different 

structures. They are used in buildings, paths and bridges. Usually, they can be classified to 

one way and two ways systems. One way slabs with beams in one direction are commonly 

used for small spans up to six meters. Two-way slabs with beams and without beams are used 

for larger spans.Two- way slab systems are mainly used to resist high loads or they are used 

when there are large spans to minimize the slab thickness and to decrease the internal forces 

in the slab and to limit the slab deflection.  

It is common to have two-way slabs in parking floors as the spans are long and they may 

reach about nine meters or more. Drop beams of depth that is larger than slab depth is very 

common especially in parking floors and industrial structures as the existence of these beams 

does not affect the shape or the use of the structure. Drop beams can be used in buildings that 

have false ceilings and decorations. In residential buildings, it is not common to have false 

ceilings, so the existence of drop beams in these buildings is not recommended architecturally, 

so hidden beams must be used.  

Two way ribbed slabs are slabs with concrete blocks while waffle slabs are slabs with 

removable forms. Two-way ribbed slabs are commonly used in residential and office 

buildings. Waffle slabs can be used in halls, industrial buildings and parking floors. It is 

common to have two-way ribbed slabs with spans from six to nine meters. Waffle slabs can 

be used for spans that may reach up to twelve meters. Two- way slabs with hidden beams are 

easy and simple in construction as there is no additional drop formwork. A slab with smooth 

level without any drops is very common in practice.  

2. Slab systems data 
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Four slabs are taken in this study to show the moments distribution in two way ribbed slab 

with hidden beams systems. The first slab (slab 1) is 3x3 panels. The spans in x-direction are 

7.5m and the spans in y-direction are 9.0m. The second slab (slab 2) is also 3x3 panels. The 

spans in x-direction are 6.0m and the spans in y-direction are 7.2m. The ratio of the longer 

span to the shorter span of the panel in these two slabs is 1.2. The third slab (slab 3) is 3x3 

panels. The spans in x-direction are 6.0m and the spans in y-direction are 9.0m. The ratio of 

the longer span to the short span of the panel in this slab is 1.5. The fourth slab (slab 4) is 3x3 

panels. The spans in x-direction are 5.0m and the spans in y-direction are 9.0m. The ratio of 

the longer span to the short span of the panel in this slab is 1.8. The slabs represent a typical 

floor slab with floor height of 3.60m.  

Two frames which are Frame B and Frame 2 in each slab system is considered in this study. 

Frame B is an interior frame in y- direction with longer spans and frame 2 is a frame in x- 

direction with shorter spans. Frame B and Frame 2 in slabs 1 and 2 are analyzed using ACI 

direct design method. The four slabs are modeled using Sap2000 software as three 

dimensional structures. The basic data that is used for analysis of these slabs are: 

2.1 Slab 1, slab 3 and slab 4 

1. The slab is two way ribbed slab of 450mm thickness. The width of rib is 150mm. The 

used concrete block has a width of 500mm and a height of 380mm forming a rib of T- 

section of flange width of 650mm. The weight of this slab is 6.75kN/m2. The 

equivalent solid slab thickness is 332mm based on the equality of flexural stiffness 

represented by section moment of inertia 

2. The longer span is 9m 

3. The superimposed dead load is 3.5kN/m2 

4. The live load is 3k/m2 

5. The perimeter walls weight is 4kN/m 

6. The ultimate load on the slab is 17.1kN/m2  

7. All beams are 700mm width and 450mm thickness (hidden beams) 

8. The columns are of square cross section of side length equals 700mm 

9. The results are obtained for the ACI usual load combination of 1.2 dead load + 1.6 

live load 

10. No modifiers for cracks to consider effective moment of inertias are used 

11. The weight modifier for slab weight is equal to 0.8133 as the slab is modeled as solid 

in Sap2000 structural model 

12. The unit weights of concrete and blocks are 25kN/m3 and 12kN/m3 respectively 

2.1.1 Slab 2 

1. The slab is two way ribbed slab of 350mm thickness. The width of rib is 150mm. The 

used concrete block has a width of 500mm and a height of 280mm forming a rib of T- 

section of flange width of 650mm. The weight of this slab is 5.44kN/m2. The 

equivalent solid slab thickness is 261mm based on the equality of flexural stiffness 

represented by section moment of inertia 
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2. The superimposed dead load is 3.5kN/m2 

3. The live load is 3k/m2 

4. The perimeter walls weight is 4kN/m 

5. The ultimate load on the slab is 15.53kN/m2  

6. All beams are 600mm width and 350mm thickness (hidden beams) 

7. The columns are of square cross section of side length equals 600mm 

8. The results are for the ACI usual load combination of 1.2 dead load + 1.6 live load 

9. No modifiers for cracks to consider effective moment of inertias are used 

10. The weight modifier for slab weight is equal to 0.8337 as the slab is modeled as solid 

in Sap2000 structural model 

11. The unit weights of concrete and blocks are 25kN/m3 and 12kN/m3 respectively 

3. Principles of analysis 

The ACI code direct design method is used to analyze the slab system to determine the 

frames moments. The moments to the beams, column strip and middle strip are then 

determined. The width of the column strip in an interior frame is half the frame width in 

longitudinal and in transverse directions which is smaller. The frame width is equal to half 

the transverse spans of frames.The total factored statical moment, Mo, which is the moment at 

mid span of assumed simple beam; for a span; shall be determined in a strip or a frame 

bounded laterally by centerline of panel on each side of centerlines of supports.  Then the 

total statical moment is used to determine the negative and positive moments in each span of 

frame. By considering the beam-slab flexural stiffness ratio, the moments are distributed to 

beam, column strip and middle strip for the frame. 

The computer software Sap2000 is used to model the slab system with columns above and 

below as a three dimensional structure. The loads on the slab are put as area loads and the 

wall weight is put as line load on the perimeter beams. The gross moment of inertias are used 

in analysis by the software. The equivalent slab thickness is used in the structural model to 

represent the actual two way slab system.The span negative moments are found at the face of 

the supports.  

The main principle of the direct design method is distributing the span moments from the 

total statical moment, Mo, based on the type of the slab system. Then, distributing the span 

moments in the transverse direction to the beam, column strip and middle strip based on the 

beam-slab flexural stiffness. The slabs in this study have hidden beams that the depth of the 

beams equals the depth of the slab. The beam-slab flexural stiffnesses ratios, αf, are calculated 

and they vary from 0.19 to 0.46 for slab 1 and vary from 0.20 to 0.48 for slab 2. This means 

that the two slabs have in general the same beam-slab flexural stiffness in spite of the 

difference in thickness. The ratio of the longer span to the shorter span of the panel is 1.2 in 

the two slabs.  

Since the beam-slab flexural stiffness ratio is low, column 3 in Table of ACI 318-08 section 

13.6.3.3 is used to compute the frame moments. This column is for slab without beams 

between interior supports. The principles of ACI section 13.6.4 are used to determine the 

moments in column strip. The ratio of αf1 * L2/L1 is 0.19 and 0.23 in slab 1 in frames B and 

2 respectively. And it is 0.20 and 0.24 in slab 2 in frames B and 2 respectively. L1 is the span 
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length and L2 is the transverse distance or frame width. In general, the beam-slab flexural 

stiffness ratio is about 0.20 in these slabs. The ACI code specifies that beams shall be 

proportioned to resist 85% of column strip moments if αf1 * L2/L1 is equal to or greater than 

1.0 and for values of αf1 * L2/L1 between 1.0 and zero, proportion of column strip moments 

resisted by beams shall be obtained by linear interpolation between 85 and zero percent. So, 

the beams in these slabs take about 0.20 * 0.85= 0.17 of the column strip moments.  

3.1 Analysis results of Slab 1 

Two frames are analyzed using the direct design method. Frame B has three spans of 9.0m 

and width of 7.5m and frame 2 has three spans of 7.5m and width of 9.0m. The ultimate load 

on the slab is 17.1kN/m2. 

Tables 1 to 4 show the analysis results for frames B and 2 in slab 1 by the direct design 

method and by Sap2000. 

 

Table 1: Slab 1- Frame B- Bending moment percentage by direct design method 

Spans Exterior span Interior span 

Item 

Exterior 

negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Interior 

negative 

moment 

Negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Column strip (slab+ beam) 

moments/ Frame moments 
98% 64% 76% 76% 64% 

Beam moments/ Column strip 

moments (slab+ beam) 
16% 16% 16% 16% 16% 

Beam moments/ Frame 

moments 
16% 10.4% 12.5% 12.5% 10.4% 

Column strip (slab) moments/ 

Column strip moments 

(beam+ slab) 

84% 84% 84% 84% 84% 

Column strip (slab) moments/ 

Frame moments 
82% 53% 64% 64% 53% 

Middle strip (slab) moments/ 

Frame moments 
2% 36% 24% 24% 36% 

 

Table 2: Slab 1- Frame B- Bending moment percentage by finite element analysis (sap2000) 

Spans Exterior span Interior span 

Item 

Exterior 

negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Interior 

negative 

moment 

Negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Column strip (slab+ beam) 

moments/ Frame moments 
94% 56% 71% 70% 57% 

Beam moments/ Column strip 

moments (slab+ beam) 
50% 37% 38% 37% 37% 

Beam moments/ Frame 

moments 
47% 21% 27% 26% 21% 
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Column strip (slab) moments/ 

Column strip moments 

(beam+ slab) 

50% 63% 62% 63% 63% 

Column strip (slab) moments/ 

Frame moments 
47% 36% 44% 44% 36% 

Middle strip (slab) moments/ 

Frame moments 
6% 44% 29% 30% 43% 

 

Table 3: Slab 1- Frame 2- Bending moment percentage by direct design method 

Spans Exterior span Interior span 

Item 

Exterior 

negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Interior 

negative 

moment 

Negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Column strip (slab+ beam) 

moments/ Frame moments 
98% 62% 74% 74% 62% 

Beam moments/ Column strip 

moments (slab+ beam) 
20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 

Beam moments/ Frame 

moments 
19% 12% 14% 14% 12% 

Column strip (slab) moments/ 

Column strip moments 

(beam+ slab) 

80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 

Column strip (slab) moments/ 

Frame moments 
79% 50% 59% 59% 50% 

Middle strip (slab) moments/ 

Frame moments 
2% 38% 26% 26% 38% 

 

Table 4: Slab 1- Frame 2- Bending moment percentage by finite element analysis (sap2000) 

spans Exterior span Interior span 

item 

Exterior 

negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Interior 

negative 

moment 

Negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Column strip (slab+ beam) 

moments/ Frame moments 
100% 49% 74% 72% 53% 

Beam moments/ Column strip 

moments (slab+ beam) 
48% 40% 38% 36% 42% 

Beam moments/ Frame 

moments 
48% 20% 28% 26% 22% 

Column strip (slab) moments/ 

Column strip moments 

(beam+ slab) 

55% 60% 62% 64% 58% 

Column strip (slab) moments/ 

Frame moments 
55% 30% 46% 46% 31% 
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Middle strip (slab) moments/ 

Frame moments 
0% 51% 26% 28% 47% 

3.2 Analysis of Slab 2 

Two frames are analyzed using the direct design method. Frame B has three spans of 7.20m 

and width of 6.0m and frame 2 has three spans of 6m and width of 7.2m. The ultimate load 

on the slab is 15.53kN/m2. Tables 5 to 8 show the analysis results for frames B and 2 in slab 2 

by the direct design method and by Sap2000. 

Table 5: Slab 2- Frame B- Bending moment percentage by direct design method 

Spans Exterior span Interior span 

Item 

Exterior 

negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Interior 

negative 

moment 

Negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Column strip (slab+ beam) 

moments/ Frame moments 
97% 64% 76% 76% 64% 

Beam moments/ Column strip 

moments (slab+ beam) 
17% 17% 17% 17% 17% 

Beam moments/ Frame 

moments 
16.5% 11% 13% 13% 11% 

Column strip (slab) moments/ 

Column strip moments 

(beam+ slab) 

83% 83% 83% 83% 83% 

Column strip (slab) moments/ 

Frame moments 
80.5% 53% 63% 63% 53% 

Middle strip (slab) moments/ 

Frame moments 
3% 36% 24% 24% 36% 

 

Table 6: Slab 2- Frame B- Bending moment percentage by finite element analysis (sap2000) 

Spans Exterior span Interior span 

Item 

Exterior 

negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Interior 

negative 

moment 

Negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Column strip (slab+ beam) 

moments/ Frame moments 
95% 56% 70% 69% 56% 

Beam moments/ Column 

strip moments (slab+ 

beam) 

49% 38% 39% 37% 38% 

Beam moments/ Frame 

moments 
47% 21% 27% 25% 21% 
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Column strip (slab) 

moments/ Column strip 

moments (beam+ slab) 

51% 62% 61% 63% 62% 

Column strip (slab) 

moments/ Frame moments 
48% 35% 43% 43% 62% 

Middle strip (slab) 

moments/ Frame moments 
5% 44% 30% 31% 44% 

 

Table 7: Slab 2- Frame 2- Bending moment percentage by direct design method 

Spans Exterior span Interior span 

Item 

Exterior 

negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Interior 

negative 

moment 

Negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Column strip (slab+ beam) 

moments/ Frame moments 
97% 62% 74% 74% 62% 

Beam moments/ Column 

strip moments (slab+ beam) 
20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 

Beam moments/ Frame 

moments 
19.4% 12.4% 15% 15% 12.4% 

Column strip (slab) 

moments/ Column strip 

moments (beam+ slab) 

80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 

Column strip (slab) 

moments/ Frame moments 
78% 50% 59% 59% 50% 

Middle strip (slab) 

moments/ Frame moments 
3% 38% 26% 26% 38% 

 

Table 8: Slab 2- Frame 2- Bending moment percentage by finite element analysis (sap2000) 

Spans Exterior span Interior span 

Item 

Exterior 

negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Interior 

negative 

moment 

Negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Column strip (slab+ beam) 

moments/ Frame moments 
100% 53% 75% 74% 56% 

Beam moments/ Column strip 

moments (slab+ beam) 
48% 41% 38% 36% 40% 

Beam moments/ Frame 

moments 
48% 22% 28% 27% 22% 

Column strip (slab) moments/ 

Column strip moments (beam+ 

slab) 

52% 59% 62% 64% 60% 

Column strip (slab) moments/ 

Frame moments 
52% 31% 47% 47% 34% 

Middle strip (slab) moments/ 

Frame moments 
0% 47% 25% 26% 44% 

 

3.3 Analysis results of Slab 3 
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Slab 3 is analyzed by three dimensional modeling using Sap2000. This slab is taken to study 

the effect of the longer span to shorter span in a panel. Slabs 1 and 2 have a longer span to 

shorter span of 1.2 and slab three has a longer span to shorter span of 1.5. The analysis results 

of two frames are stated in this section. Frame B has three spans of 9.0m and width of 6.0m 

and frame 2 has three spans of 6.0m and width of 9.0m. The ultimate load on the slab is 

17.1kN/m2.  

Tables 9 to 10 show the analysis results for frames B and 2 in slab 3 by Sap2000. 

 

Table 9: Slab 3- Frame B- Bending moment percentage by finite element analysis (sap2000) 

Spans Exterior span Interior span 

Item 

Exterior 

negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Interior 

negative 

moment 

Negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Column strip (slab+ beam) 

moments/ Frame moments 
89% 54% 66% 65% 54% 

Beam moments/ Column strip 

moments (slab+ beam) 
53% 42% 43% 41% 41% 

Beam moments/ Frame 

moments 
47% 23% 28% 27% 23% 

Column strip (slab) moments/ 

Column strip moments (beam+ 

slab) 

47% 58% 57% 59% 59% 

Column strip (slab) moments/ 

Frame moments 
42% 32% 38% 38% 32% 

Middle strip (slab) moments/ 

Frame moments 
11% 46% 34% 35% 46% 

 

Table 10: Slab 3- Frame 2- Bending moment percentage by finite element analysis (sap2000) 

spans Exterior span Interior span 

item 

Exterior 

negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Interior 

negative 

moment 

Negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Column strip (slab+ beam) 

moments/ Frame moments 
----% 53% 77% 75% 52% 

Beam moments/ Column strip 

moments (slab+ beam) 
48% 40% 40% 39% 52% 

Beam moments/ Frame 

moments 
----% 21% 31% 29% 27% 

Column strip (slab) moments/ 

Column strip moments (beam+ 

slab) 

52% 60% 60% 61% 48% 

Column strip (slab) moments/ 

Frame moments 
----% 32% 46% 46% 25% 

Middle strip (slab) moments/ 

Frame moments 
-----% 48% 23% 25% 48% 

3.4 Analysis results of Slab 4 
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Slab 4 is analyzed by three dimensional modeling using Sap2000. This slab is taken to study 

the effect of the longer span to shorter span in a panel. This slab has a longer span to shorter 

span of 1.8. The analysis results of two frames are stated in this section. Frame B has three 

spans of 9.0m and width of 5.0m and frame 2 has three spans of 5.0m and width of 9.0m. The 

ultimate load on the slab is 17.1kN/m2. 

Tables 11 to 12 show the analysis results for frames B and 2 in slab 3 by Sap2000. 

 

Table 11: Slab 4- Frame B- Bending moment percentage by finite element analysis 

(sap2000) 

Spans Exterior span Interior span 

Item 

Exterior 

negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Interior 

negative 

moment 

Negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Column strip (slab+ beam) 

moments/ Frame moments 
82% 57% 64% 63% 55% 

Beam moments/ Column strip 

moments (slab+ beam) 
56% 48% 47% 44% 46% 

Beam moments/ Frame 

moments 
46% 25% 30% 29% 25% 

Column strip (slab) moments/ 

Column strip moments (beam+ 

slab) 

44% 52% 53% 56% 54% 

Column strip (slab) moments/ 

Frame moments 
36% 31% 34% 34% 30% 

Middle strip (slab) moments/ 

Frame moments 
18% 43% 36% 37% 45% 

 

Table 12: Slab 4- Frame 2- Bending moment percentage by finite element analysis (sap2000) 

spans Exterior span Interior span 

item 

Exterior 

negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Interior 

negative 

moment 

Negative 

moment 

Positive 

moment 

Column strip (slab+ beam) 

moments/ Frame moments 
----% 43% 80% 77% 46% 

Beam moments/ Column strip 

moments (slab+ beam) 
49% 58% 43% 41% 61% 

Beam moments/ Frame 

moments 
----% 25% 34% 32% 28% 

Column strip (slab) moments/ 

Column strip moments 

(beam+ slab) 

51% 42% 57% 59% 39% 

Column strip (slab) moments/ 

Frame moments 
----% 18% 46% 45% 14% 

Middle strip (slab) moments/ 

Frame moments 
-----% 57% 20% 23% 54% 
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3.5 Slab moments 

The total statical moment, Mo, equals qu L2 Ln
2/8. Where qu is the slab load per unit area, L2 

is the frame width and Ln is clear span in the frame. The total statical moment, Mo, for the 

span of a frame using the direct design method is equal to that for the span in three 

dimensional structural models for all frames in the four slabs. The interior span moments by 

the direct design method are not far from that by three dimensional model except there is an 

error of 10% in frame 2 in slab 4 (frame of 5.0m spans). This error is due to the transverse 

distribution of the moment as there are positive and negative values at the same section as the 

frame has large width comparing to the span.  The exterior negative moment in the exterior 

span of the frame by the direct design method differs from that by three dimensional model, 

this is due to that the moment is affected much by the flexural stiffness of the end column and 

by the torsional stiffness of the transverse end beam. The exterior negative moment 

determined by direct design method is smaller than that determined from three dimensional 

model. By direct design method, the moment ratios of column strip for exterior negative 

moment, interior negative moment and positive moment are 98%, 76% and 64% respectively 

for frame B and are 98%, 72% and 62% for frame 2 in slabs 1 and 2. Approximately, the 

moment ratios in frames B and 2 are equal. Most of the frame moments are resisted by the 

column strip. By Sap2000 three dimensional model, the moment ratios of column strip for 

exterior negative moment, interior negative moment and positive moment are 94%, 71% and 

57% respectively for frame B and are 100%, 74% and 53% for frame 2 in slabs 1 and 2. 

Approximately, the moment ratios in frames B and 2 are equal. Most of the frame moments 

are resisted by the column strip. Notice that the ratios of moments for the negative moments 

do not differ much in the two methods, but for positive moment the moment ratio to column 

strip in the three dimensional model is less than that in the direct design method by about 8%. 

In slabs 1 and 2, by direct design method, the slab column strip moment ratios for the exterior 

negative moment, interior negative moment and positive moment are 82%, 64% and 53% 

respectively for frame B and are 79%, 59% and 50% for frame 2. Approximately these values 

do not differ much. By Sap2000 three dimensional model, the moment ratios of slab column 

strip for exterior negative moment, interior negative moment and positive moment are 47%, 

44% and 36% respectively for frame B and are 55%, 46% and 31%  for frame 2. 

Approximately these values do not differ much. These ratios are smaller than that by direct 

design method because the moment ratios of the beam by the three dimensional model are 

larger than that by the direct design method. In slabs 1 and 2, by direct design method, the 

slab middle strip moment ratios for the exterior negative moment, interior negative moment 

and positive moment are 2%, 24% and 36% respectively for frame B and are 2%, 26% and 

38% for frame 2. Approximately these values do not differ much. By Sap2000 three 

dimensional model, the moment ratios of slab column strip for exterior negative moment, 

interior negative moment and positive moment are 6%, 30% and 44% respectively for frame 

B and are 0%, 28% and 51%  for frame 2.  The column strip moments in slabs 1, 3 and 4 vary 

slightly as the width of the frames varies. The positive moment ratio ranges from 43% to 57% 

and the interior negative moment ratio ranges from 63% to 80%, while the exterior negative 

moment ratio ranges from 82% to 100%. These values are slightly differing from those for 

slabs without beams. These slabs have the same slab thickness and the same beam sizes. In 

frame B (frame with longer spans), the exterior negative moment and the interior negative 

moment ratios decrease as the longer span to shorter span ratio increases, while the positive 

moment ratio increases. In frame 2 (frame with shorter spans), the interior negative moment 

ratio increases as the longer span to shorter span ratio increases, while the positive moment 

ratio decreases as the longer span to shorter span increases.  
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Notice that the variation of moment ratios has a sequence or a principle. It means that the 

increase or decrease of values is not random. 

4. Beam moments 

It is found that the moments in beams using ACI direct design method are about half the 

moments from Sap2000 three dimensional model except the negative exterior moment which 

is about one fourth to one third. The moment ratios in beams in all slabs from the three 

dimensional analysis, range from 20% to 31% of the frame moments and from 40% to 60% 

of the column strip moments. But the moments in beams by the direct design method are 

about 14% of the frame moments and about 20% of the column strip moments. 

5. Results and recommendations 

The beam-slab flexural stiffness ratios (αf1 * L2/L1) for all interior and exterior spans in all 

frames are small in two way ribbed slabs with hidden beams with a value equals to about 0.2. 

This ratio is very small comparing with slabs of large beams with αf1 * L2/L1 equals to 1 or 

more. The panel average beam-slab flexural stiffness ratio, αfm, in slabs ranges from 0.20 to 

0.33. This ratio is very near to consider this type of slabs as slabs without interior beams. The 

column strip moment ratios are very close to that for slabs without beams; with beam –slab 

flexural stiffness ratio equal to zero. The moment ratios for slab without beams or flat slab or 

flat plate for exterior negative moment, interior negative moment and for positive moment are 

100%, 75% and 60%. And the ratios of moments for the four slabs are not far from these 

values. The difference between two way ribbed slabs with hidden beams and slabs without 

interior beams is that the column strip moments in slabs without beams are resisted by the 

slab itself but in two way ribbed slabs with hidden beams, the column strip moments are 

resisted by the hidden beams and the slab. By direct design method, it is found that the beams 

resist about 20% of the column strip moments, while, the slab resists about 80% of the 

column strip moments for slab with longer span to shorter span ratio of 1.2. By three 

dimensional structural models, it is found that the beams in all slabs resist about 40% to 50% 

of the column strip moments while the slab resists about 50% to 60% of the column strip 

moments. As a result, two- way ribbed and waffle slabs with hidden beams can be treated 

approximately as slabs without beams (flat plate) in calculating the moments to column and 

middle strips. In general, most of the column strip moments are resisted by the slab not by the 

beams. It is recommended to use computer software for analysis of slab systems to determine 

moments in slab strips and in beams. There is no simple exact procedure to specify accurately 

the moments in beams and in slab strips in two way slabs.   
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